This article discusses the unsupervised learning of a network for a temporally precise sequence. A network of leaky neurons with many excitatory random inputs is able to learn a ne spatio-temporal pattern, by having the neurons select their connections. The trained network works as an associative memory or a lter in distiguishing a temporal sequence with high precision. distinguishes the training sequence through ltering the disarranged sequence according to its correlation value from the training sequence.
Introduction
Recently, temporal structures of neuronal activities have been considered to play an important role in dening the functions of neuronal assemblies [2, 3, 8, 12] . Temporal coding is the idea that the interaction among spikes represents encoded information. According to this idea, it can be assumed that a single neuron or a population of neurons has the capability to precisely resolve the temporal information. In this article, we consider the unsupervised learning of a network with leaky integrate-and-re neurons, which is able to resolve input spikes with high precision.
Hebbian learning originally involved a local change of the synaptic ecacy based on the correlation between the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic activities. Recent physiological studies have found that the synaptic changes are correlated with the timing of the input spikes from the pre-synaptic neurons and with the ring timing of the postsynaptic neurons [10, 6] . Gerstner et al. devised a spike-based learning rule to account for the synaptic plasticity, and provided a tuning scheme by which a ne spike timing is extracted from noisy input spikes [5] . Their aim, however, was to present an encoding mechanism for a single frequency of sound, and the learning of a single neuron or a population of homogeneous neurons was sucient.
In this article, we consider the problem of how neurons distinguish their appropriate information or what types of information are acquired in situations where meaningful information is contaminated by a lot of random inputs. We apply a spike-based learning rule to a network of neurons able to detect a precise input timing. As a result, the network is able to preserve the temporal sequence, and recalls it from noisy input sequences like an associative memory or a lter. ; where a is the index of a pre-synaptic neuron, F a is the number of input spikes from neuron a before the time t, and t f a (f = 1;... ; F a ) is the f -th spike input timing from neuron a. H(t) is the Heaviside function. m and syn are the membrane time constant and the synaptic time constant, respectively. We set syn = 0:1 ms and m = 0:1 ms.
After each ring of a neuron, the refractoriness, which is described by the function h(t), is introduced. When v = h +u exceeds the threshold value , neuron b res, and this induces an EPSP on a post-synaptic neuron where N is the number of rings of neuron b and t n b (n = 1;:::;N) is its n-th ring timing. The upper and lower denitions correspond to the absolute refractoriness and relative refractoriness, respectively.
In this article, we adopt the spike-based learning rule proposed by Gerestner et al. [5] . Here, the synaptic ecacy between the pre-synaptic neuron a and the postsynaptic neuron b, J ab , is given by: We assume that the network of neurons is exposed to a lot of random spikes, where the membrane potential of a neuron becomes balanced at a certain value [11] . In this state, coincidence inputs to the neuron are likely to induce its ring, and hence contribute to the potentiation of the corresponding synapses. If there are a lot of synapses whose transmission delay times vary, the ring of a neuron urges its projecting neurons to re in various phases. The projected neurons are then expected to select good connections whose delay times are appropriate for them to re, with inputs from other units and random inputs. Figure 1 shows the regular input units used in our simulation, where four input groups (A, B, C, D) are prepared. Each of them has four input units. Every unit has the same ring period T , and the units in a group re simultaneously. The ring phase of each group diers from the others. Beside these, random input units are prepared, whose spikes obey a Poisson process. All of the synapses projecting to the processing neurons are modied by the learning rule. One of the interesting results of our simulation is that each neuron comes to respond to one of the four regular input groups, even if each neuron receives the same input sequence from them [1] . This symmetry breaking is induced by the random inputs prepared independently for each processing neuron. In this article, the temporal pattern provided from the regular input units is adequately determined. However, the pattern can be set arbitrarily as long as the time differences of the pattern are smaller than the width of the variation of the delay times, which is described as D in the following paragraph.
Let m be the number of synapses between each neuronal pair, and n be the number of projecting neurons. All neurons connect with each other. The delay time of the q-th synapse (q = 1;... ; m) between neurons i and j is described as: 1
where is randomly chosen on the condition that every synapse projecting to a single neuron has a dierent value. This delay time is initially set and does not change.
A simulation is done using the RungeKutta method with a time step of 0.005 ms until 400[s]. We set m = 4 and n = 16. Forty random input units are prepared for each neuron. The random units re at the rate of 0.8 (1/ms). The number of synapses from each random or regular input unit is 1. In this system, the eect of the random units on the membrane potential is initially superior to that of the regular input units. The former is 2.5 times larger than the latter in number, and 3 times larger in the ring rate of a single unit. is determined on condition that the learning window is smoothly connected at s = 0. The synaptic ecacy J ab is restricted so as not to exceed 3 for a synapse from an input unit, and 2 for a synapse between neurons. The initial synaptic ecacy J 0 is set at 1 for a synapse from an input unit, and 0.8 for a synapse between neurons. Figure 3 shows the spike raster after the learning. The ordinate 01 denotes the spike arrival times from the regular input units. Each neuron responds to one of the four regular input groups, which are denoted by A, B, C and D. Figure 4 shows the spike transmission diagram after the learning. Each line connects a pair of the ring time and the index of a pre-synaptic neuron, with a pair of the spike arrival time and the index of a post-synaptic neuron. After the learning, the spike transmissions are restricted to those shown in this gure, and this enables the network to produce regular output spikes. Figure 5 shows the connections among the neurons before the learning (left) and after the learning (right). 3 It can be seen that the connections are selected among the initial full connections. In the right gure, the attached indices correspond to the order of the input groups projecting to the neurons. The order of the projections corresponds to the input sequence, i.e., A!B!C!D!A. 3 Synapses whose ecacy is smaller than 0.5 are not drawn. The line width corresponds to the magnitude of the synaptic ecacy. Each synapse projects from the center of a circle to a black point.
Association of time-series
The temporal information of the input sequence is expected to be preserved among the network connections achieved through the learning. Here, the precision of the encoded information is examined. We prepare test input sequences that are dierent from the training sequence and examine the responses to the test sequences. Each test sequence has the same period T as the training sequence, and each input unit res once in the period T .
Subsequently, the input sequence ( Fig. 1 ) provided in the learning stage is called the training sequence, and described as a(t), where a i (t) = P j (t 0 t j i ). i is the index of an input unit and t j i is its j-th ring time. The network after the learning is called the trained network. The test input sequence is described as b(t). The response sequence (Fig. 3) of the trained network for the training sequence is called the learned sequence, and described as x(t). The response sequence for the test sequence is called the output sequence, and described as y(t).
To consider the phase dierences between a(t) and b(t), we dene their correlation value by: C(a(t); b(t)) = max E fa(t) 1 b(t 0 )g: C becomes an integer between 1 and n, where n is the number of input units.
By providing test sequences to the trained network, we can examine the output sequences. We can classify the output sequences into two categories. One is the case where every neuron hardly res, and the other is the case where a spatio-temporal spike pattern is continuously generated. The output sequence y(t) in the latter case is highly correlated with the learned sequence x(t), and the ring periods of the neurons are almost equal to T . Therefore, it is assumed that all the ring timings have a period T , for the time being. However, we will check this assumption later.
Since both x(t) and y(t) are not identical in time, the correlation between x(t) and y(t) should allow some small temporal variations. In order to estimate its average ring phase, we rst dene the following operation. For any sequence i (t) = N is the number of rings. bxc is the maximum integer that does not exceed x. In order to allow small variations in the output sequences, we next dene the following operation. For any sequence i (t), we dene:
where # T . Using these operations, we describe the correlation value between x(t) and y(t) as:
To examine the dierence of the ring timings between two sequences, i (t) = Here, n is the number of neurons and is given by:
where m is a positive integer number. Based on these parameters, the properties of the trained network are examined. We generate test sequences b(t) that have various correlation values with the training sequence a(t), and provide them to the trained network during 10[s] . At the rst period T in each trial, all of the synaptic ecacies from the input units are strengthened by 1.5 times to encourage the neurons to start ring. For each correlation value of C(a(t); b(t)) between 1 and 16, we prepare 200 test sequences, and examine the responses.
If the total number of rings in the network during 10[s] is smaller than N th , we classify the trial into category 1. If the total number exceeds N th and at least one neuron does not re at all, we classify the trial into category 2. If the total number exceeds N th and every neuron res at least once, we classify trial into the category 3.
If the output sequence y(t) belongs to category 3, we calculate the following criteria.
Cr.1: correlation value between x(t) and y(t), C 0 (x(t);y(t)). Cr.2: spike timing dierence between x(t) and y(t), d(x(t); y(t)). Cr.3: the criterion that y(t) is periodic, d(y(t); y(t)).
If Cr.3 is small enough, all of the ring timings in y(t) have almost the same phase in the period T . Experimentally, d(y(t); y(t)) is found to be 0 in almost every case, implying that the assumption described earlier in this section is valid. We set N th =100, # = 0:25 ms. Figure 6 shows the ratio of rings against the input correlation value C(a; b). The ring ratio is 1 when every neuron res once in the period T continuously through a trial. The mark +' corresponds to a single trial. The mark o' and the error-bar denote the mean of the ring ratio for each correlation value and its standard deviation, respectively. The larger the input correlation value is, the better the network responds. Figure 7 shows the ratio of each category against the input correlation C(a; b). In the 200 trials for each correlation value, the black, gray, and white bars denote the ratio of category 1, category 2, and category 3, respectively. A typical case of category 1 is that every neuron does not respond at all after several initial rings. Namely, when the test sequence b(t) is apart from the training sequence a(t), the network does not respond. The larger the input correlation is, the more frequently category 3 appears. Figure 8 shows the ratio of trials against pairs of the input correlation C(a; b) and the output correlation C 0 (x; y). Here, trials belonging to category 3 are shown. Even when C(a; b) is smaller than 16, C 0 (x;y) becomes 16. Namely, when the test sequence b(t) is similar to the training sequence a(t), the network sometimes responds well and its output sequence y(t) becomes almost equal to the learned sequence x(t). value. Each 'o' and the error bar are the mean and its standard deviation, respectively. When C(a; b) is more than 6, the d(x; y) values are very close to 0 ms, and their standard deviations are as small as 0.0050.05 ms. Therefore, when the network successfully recalls a sequence, the sequence is equivalent to the learned sequence x(t) with high precision, that is, smaller than 0.05 ms. 
Discussion
An important problem of our model involves the membrane time constant, which is smaller than physiological data. In this article, we intend to limit the information processing by a network of neurons to the aspect of temporal coding. The small membrane time constant is a reasonable assumption in the auditory system which deals with ne temporal information [7] . Furthermore, the cortical neurons may use such a precise coding scheme with the help of inhibitory inputs [8, 9, 3] . Without strong leaks, however, it is still unclear how the precise temporal coding is achieved.
In our model, the number of projections to a single neuron is much smaller than that in the real nervous system. This is due to the limitation of the computational power needed to conduct a simulation whose temporal precision is high.
If a number of projections to a single neuron can be prepared, it is possible to remove the input noise and precisely tune the ring timing. Due to the above-mentioned limitation, however, we cannot consider this effect, and we should instead assume the existence of a tuned input in this study. On the other hand, our assumption may have a certain basis by the research in which the spike-based learning scheme is able to transform noisy inputs to ne spike timings [5] .
Conclusion
In this article, we showed that a neuron is able to select connections that have appropriate transmission delay times to other neurons. A network of such neurons is able to learn a temporal sequence by self-organizing the connections in the network. When a test sequence dierent from the training sequence is provided to the trained network, the network does not respond at all, or regularly produces an output sequence. In the latter case, the output sequence is almost equivalent to the response for the training sequence with high temporal precision. The rate of the latter case increases as the correlation value between the training sequence and the test sequence becomes large. Hence, the trained network works as an associative memory for a temporal sequence with high temporal precision. In other words, it can lter noisy input sequence and recall the memorized sequence.
